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Abstract. A polarization-selective uncooled infrared (IR) sensor was developed based on an asymmetric two-
dimensional plasmonic absorber (2-D PLA). The 2-D PLA has an Au-based 2-D periodic dimple structure, where
photons can be manipulated by spoof surface plasmon polaritons. Asymmetry was introduced into the 2-D PLA
to realize a polarization selective function. Numerical investigations demonstrate that a 2-D PLA with ellipsoidal
dimples (2-D PLA-E) gives rise to polarization-dependent absorption properties due to the asymmetric dimple
shape. A microelectromechanical systems-based uncooled IR sensor was fabricated using a 2-D PLA-E through
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) and micromachining techniques. The 2-D PLA-E was
formed with an Au layer sputtered on a SiO2 layer with ellipsoidal holes. The dependence of the responsivity
on the polarization indicates that the responsivity is selectively enhanced according to the polarization and the
asymmetry of the ellipsoids. The results provide direct evidence that a polarization-selective uncooled IR sensor
can be realized simply by the introduction of asymmetry to the surface structure of the 2-D PLA, without the need
for a polarizer or optical resonant structures. In addition, a pixel array where each pixel has a different detection
polarization could be developed for polarimetric imaging using standard CMOS and micromachining techniques.
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1 Introduction
Infrared (IR) sensors are used to detect objects that emit IR
radiation, and images can be constructed based on the IR
intensity using pixel-array structures. Uncooled IR image
sensors with a microelectromechanical (MEMS) system-
based pixel structure possess significant advantages, such
as low cost, ease of manufacture, and a wide range of
applications.1–3

The authors are developing uncooled IR sensors with
advanced functions to exploit their potential and expand their
applications. For example, wavelength-selective uncooled IR
sensors have recently been realized using a two-dimensional
plasmonic absorber (2-D PLA) with wavelength selectivity
in the middle and long wavelength IR regions.4–6 The 2-D
PLA has a periodic array of circular dimples on its surface,
where photons can be manipulated by spoof surface plasmon
polaritons.7–9 The detection wavelength is determined by
the reciprocal lattice vector of the 2-D PLA.10 The 2-D PLA
has an advantage in that the detection wavelength can be
controlled simply by the surface structure and without the
need for filters,11,12 multilayer structures,13,14 or optical res-
onant structures.15,16 Such wavelength-selective uncooled IR
sensors that employ plasmonics will contribute to the devel-
opment of novel multicolor imaging for IR sensors.

Light has certain characteristics such as intensity, wave-
length, polarization, and coherence, of which intensity and
wavelength have been fully utilized for wavelength-selective

uncooled IR sensors. As the next step, we have developed a
polarization discrimination function for advanced uncooled
IR sensors. Artificial objects, such as vehicles, buildings,
roads, and agricultural fields, change the polarization state
of the electromagnetic field reflected or emitted from their
surfaces. Therefore, human influences can be distinguished
from the natural environment on the Earth by polarimetric
sensing.17–20

A pixel array in which each pixel has a different absorp-
tion polarization angle could be used to realize polarimetric
imaging at various IR wavelengths, which would provide
a significant advantage for the detection of human influence
in the environment. Therefore, polarization selectivity is a
promising function for advanced IR sensing. A polarizer is
often used to achieve polarimetric imaging;11,21 however,
polarizers are very sensitive to the setting angle of the detec-
tor, which can cause optical loss, thus a rotating mechanical
system is sometimes required. The attachment of such external
optical systems requires additional space and increases the
cost. Therefore, such approaches have difficulty with the inte-
gration of different pixels in an array for polarimetric imaging.

We have applied plasmonics to address this challenge.
Plasmonics is a rapidly growing field of optical physics by
which a metal surface structure provides the means for the
manipulation of photons.22,23 We have previously reported
that an Au-based 2-D concave structure can be used as a
wavelength-selective absorber.4,5 However, the 2-D PLAs
that have been developed have no polarization dependence.
Asymmetry can be introduced to discriminate the polariza-
tion angle of the incident light. Thus, structural asymmetry is
used to realize polarization-selective uncooled IR sensors
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based on an asymmetric 2-D PLA. We have recently reported
that 2-D PLAs with elliptical dimples can produce polariza-
tion dependence.24 However, the detailed effect of the asym-
metric shape of the elliptical dimples has not yet been
reported. Thus, in this study, we provide a detailed report
on the polarization selectivity of 2-D PLAs with elliptical
dimples.

2 Design
Our previous 2-D PLAs have symmetric lattice structures of
circular dimples, such as square4,5 and triangular10 lattices,
which provide no polarization dependence. Therefore, asym-
metry was introduced to the 2-D PLA to realize polarization
selectivity by changing the shape of the PLA dimples from
circular to elliptical. The absorption properties of a 2-D PLA
with ellipsoidal dimples (2-D PLA-E) indicate polarization
dependence due to the asymmetric shape of the ellipse.
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic illustration of the Au-based
2-D PLA-E used for the uncooled IR sensor and the defini-
tion of the polarization angle (θ) of the electrical field (E)

with respect to the ellipse. Absorption is controlled by the
filling factor, which is defined as the ratio between the diam-
eter and the period of the dimples on the 2-D PLAs.6 The 2-D
PLA-E has a periodic array of ellipsoidal dimples on its sur-
face, where the ellipsoid shape introduces an asymmetric
filling factor according to the major and the minor axes.
Absorption can be selected according to these two axes to
achieve polarization dependence.

Figure 1(b) shows the calculated polarization dependence
for the absorption of the Au-based 2-D PLA-E with a fixed
dimple period (P) of 6.0 μm, a major axis of 3.0 μm, a minor
axis of 1.5 μm, and a depth of 1.0 μm for comparison with
the 2-D PLA having circular dimples.4,5 The wavelength was
normalized according to P. The strong polarization depend-
ence of the absorption is evident according to θ. When E is
vertical to the major axis (θ ¼ 90 deg), sufficient absorption
is obtained; however, when E is parallel to the major axis
(θ ¼ 0 deg), there is no absorption. The absorption
increases with to the increase of θ, which satisfies the
requirements for an uncooled wideband IR sensor with a
polarization-selective function. Thus, theoretical calculations
demonstrated that the elliptical shape produces polarization
dependence.

Figure 1(c) shows the concept of the array structure for
2-D PLA-Es with polarization discrimination. One unit
consists of four pixels and 2-D PLA-Es when different
absorptions at θ of 0, 45, 90, and 135 deg are employed.
Polarimetric imaging can thus be realized by introducing
asymmetry to the surface structure.

3 Sensor Fabrication
A MEMS-based uncooled IR sensor with 2-D PLA-Es was
developed. The 2-D PLA-Es are fabricated by forming an Au
layer on a perforated SiO2 substrate. Figure 2 shows the pro-
cedure used to fabricate the MEMS-based thermopile with a
2-D PLA-E. (a) The devices are fabricated on 6-in. p-type Si
(100) substrates using a standard complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) process. The thermocouples consist
of a series of p- and n-type polycrystalline Si regions, of
which the resistivity is controlled by ion implantation. An
Al layer is formed as a backside reflective layer under the
absorber area. Etching holes for bulk micromachining are
formed by reactive-ion etching (RIE). A 1.5-μm-thick SiO2

layer is formed on the absorber area. (b) The periodic ellip-
soidal dimple structures are then formed only on the SiO2

layer of the IR absorber area by RIE. (c) 50∕250-nm-thick
Cr/Au layers are sputtered, where the Cr layer acts as an
adhesion layer between SiO2 and Au. The 250-nm-thick
Au layer is sufficiently thicker than the skin depth in the
IR wavelength region.25 Incident IR rays cannot penetrate
the Au film, so that absorption by SiO2 beneath the Au layer
is negligible.5 The Cr/Au layers are selectively etched using a
wet etchant to reveal etching holes covered by the sputtered
layers. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observation
confirmed that the Cr/Au layers were uniformly coated on
both the bottom and side walls of the etched holes and
the concave Au structures were completed. (d) The wafers
are diced into chips. Si is anisotropically etched through
the etching holes using tetramethylammonium hydroxide
(TMAH). The cavity under the IR absorber area is then
formed, which results in the completion of a thermally
isolated freestanding structure on which the 2-D PLA-E

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the uncooled IR sensor (thermopile)
with Au-based two-dimensional plasmonic absorber (2-D PLA) having
ellipsoidal dimples, and definition of the electric field polarization
angle to the axis of the ellipsoid. (b) Calculated polarization depend-
ence for the 2-D PLA-E. (c) Concept of a pixel array with various 2-D
PLA-Es for polarimetric imaging.
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absorber is formed. The backside and edge of the 2-D
PLA-E was coated with Au and Al to prevent absorption
by SiO2.

Figure 3(a) shows an SEM image of one of the developed
thermopiles with the 2-D PLA-E. The detector area
(300 × 200 μm2) is surrounded by long thermal isolation
legs to reduce thermal conductance. Various sensors with dif-
ferent 2-D PLA-E structures were fabricated on the same
wafer. The length of the major axis, the period and the
depth of the dimples were fixed at 4.0, 5.0, and 1.5 μm
for all sensors, respectively, considering the resolution
limit of the photolithography system employed. The length
of the minor axis was changed and the ellipticity was defined
as the ratio of the minor axis length to that of the major axis
of the ellipsoid. The respective minor axis lengths of the
ellipsoids and the ellipticity were (i) 4.0 μm and 100%,
(ii) 3.0 μm and 75%, (iii) 2.5 μm and 62.5%, (iv) 2.0 μm
and 50%, and (v) 1.5 μm and 37.5%. Sensor (i) has circular
dimples and acts as a reference for comparison. Figure 3(b)
shows a magnified SEM image of the 2-D PLA-E sensor (iv)
surface, and Fig. 3(c) shows a schematic diagram of the 2-D
PLA-E. The top surface of the Au layer acts as an absorption
layer. The bottom Al layer prevents backside absorption by
the SiO2 substrate.

4 Measurements
Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental
setup used to measure the polarization dependence of the
2-D PLA-E. The sensors were set in a vacuum chamber
with a BaF2 window under a pressure of 1 Pa to prevent ther-
mal conduction loss through the atmosphere. IR radiation
from a blackbody was irradiated to the sample through
narrow bandpass filters for selection of the evaluation wave-
lengths. The typical full width at half maximum was 80 nm.
A polarizer was set in front of the BaF2 window and a pin-
hole was used to restrict the incident light to the 2-D PLA.
The polarization angle was defined as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Figure 5 shows the normalized responsivity of sensors (i)
to (v) for θ ¼ 0 deg and 90 deg. The responsivity was nor-
malized with respect to the responsivity peak of each sensor

(a) IR b b

(b)

IR absorber area
Thermal isolation leg

Periodic structure

SiO2

Si sub.

Thermocouples

Etching hole Etching hole

Al

(c)
Au

(d) 2-D PLA-E IR absorber

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the procedure used to fabricate the
microelectromechanical system (MEMS)-based thermopile with 2-D
PLA-E. (a) Devices are formed on the surface of a SiO2∕Si wafer
by a standard complementary metal oxide semiconductor process.
Etching holes are formed by reactive-ion etching. (b) The periodic
hole structures are formed on SiO2 using a dry etching process.
(c) Cr/Au layers are sputtered on the perforated SiO2∕Si substrate.
(d) The thermally isolated freestanding structure is completed by
bulk micromachining.

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 3 (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the
MEMS-based thermopile with 2-D PLA-E developed in this study.
(b) Magnified SEM images of the 2-D PLA-E of sensor (iv).
(c) Schematic diagram of the 2-D PLA-E.
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of experimental setup used for polarization
dependence measurements.
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to investigate the polarization dependence according to the
ellipticity. Sensor (i) with circular dimples has no polariza-
tion dependence due to its symmetry. When the incident
polarization is vertical to the major axis (θ ¼ 90 deg), the
responsivity is clearly enhanced for sensors (ii) to (v). In con-
trast, the responsivity for parallel polarization (θ ¼ 0 deg)
was clearly suppressed according to the decrease of the
ellipticity. The measured polarization properties agree well
with the calculated results, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Thus, the
responsivity is selectively enhanced according to the asym-
metric shape of the ellipsoids.

Figure 6 shows the relation between the extinction ratio
and the ellipticity. The extinction ratio is defined as the ratio
of responsivity of the electric field at θ ¼ 0 deg to that at
θ ¼ 90 deg. The responsivity at θ ¼ 90 deg for the extinc-
tion ratio was adopted as the peak wavelength. The respon-
sivity at θ ¼ 0 deg was adopted as the peak wavelength for
sensors (i) to (iii) and the wavelength corresponding to the
peak at θ ¼ 90 deg was adopted for sensors (iv) and (v),
due to the lack of a clear peak at the main detection wave-
length. Figure 6 shows that the extinction ratio decreased
with the ellipticity.

5 Conclusions
A MEMS-based uncooled IR sensor with 2-D PLA-Es was
developed using standard CMOS and micromachining tech-
niques. The polarization dependence of the responsivity
demonstrates that the enhancement of the selective respon-
sivity according to the polarization angle was successfully
achieved and that polarization dependence can be controlled
simply with the ellipticity. These results are direct evidence
that a polarization-selective uncooled IR sensor can be real-
ized simply by the introduction of asymmetry to the 2-D

PLA surface structure, without the need for polarizers or fil-
ters. Control of the detection polarization using asymmetric
PLAs could be applied to other types of thermal IR sensors,
such as bolometers and silicon-on-insulator diodes.26 The
results obtained here will contribute to the development of
novel polarimetric imaging for IR sensors.
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